
 

  

Topics  

 Setting up a station considering every body & 
space with modifications  

 Anatomy of a vessel: foot to shoulder to lid 
 Wedging revisited  
 An overview of throwing basics  
 Rules to throw by: why, when, how to bend the 

rules  
 Using bats  
 Water: use & disuse 
 Throwing off the hump  

Forms and Shapes 

 Altered thrown forms  
 Throwing small to large forms  
 Hollow forms, donuts, plates  
 Rolled rims & feet  
 Spouts that pour well 
 Lidded vessels  
 Better bellying-out and coning in  
 Throwing attachments and pulled handles  

Registration and other details: 

Email the workshop host to register, you will then be 
given instructions for payments and what to bring. 
Spaces are limited so to ensure enrollment register 
quickly.  
 
$250 fee includes two boxes of clay and both days 
of workshop. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Sharon Fiske  
Hands-On Throwing Workshop 

Intermediate to Advanced Throwers 

$250 for Nova Scotia Potters Guild members  
 

This 2-day workshop is geared for intermediate-to- advanced potters who want to improve both the quality of 

their throwing and their efficiency. Sharon will review what you already know, pepper you with practical 

ergonomic tips to keep you healthy, and advance your skills. She will incorporate ways to teach others 

throwing skills while you expand/excel on shapes you want to finesse.  

Sharon will provide group demonstrations of throwing and trimming and individual critiques and support. Her 

unique approach to making a pot considering attitude, dexterity, and ingenuity will be generously shared. 

May 18-19, 10:00-4:00 

Spiral Studio  

Terry-Lee Bourgeois- King 

4029 Hwy 359, Hall’s Harbour  

902-679-0777 

email to register terry@xcountry.tv 

Maximum enrollment 12 

 

 
 

 

June 15-16,10:00-4:00 

Thrown Together Pottery and Art 

Danielle Sawada 

37 King Street, Truro 

902-895-9309 

email to register throwntogether@ns.sympatico.ca 

Maximum enrollment 8 

June 1-2,10:00-4:00 

Seastar Pottery 

Iris Patterson 

386 Causeway Road, Seaforth 

902-802-2112 

email to register seastarpottery@gmail.com 

Maximum enrollment 8 
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